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ABSTRACT
Social media such as Facebook, Renren and Twitter provide an ide-
al ground to study how to predict users’ future activities based on
their past social behavior. An important measure of the behavior
is activity level, such as users’ level of weekly activeness, or bi-
nary classifications in terms of active or inactive. This prediction
problem is closely related to Social Customer Relationship Man-
agement (Social CRM). Compared to traditional CRM, social CR-
M exhibit some special characteristics, in terms of user diversity,
social influence, and dynamic nature of social networks. Users’ so-
cial diversity property implies that a global predictive model may
not be precise for all users. However, the historical data of in-
dividual users are too sparse to enable high-quality personalized
models. The social influence property suggests that relationships
between users can be embedded to further boost the prediction re-
sults on individual users. Finally, the dynamical nature of social
networks means that users’ behaviors change over time. To address
these challenges, we develop a personalized and socially regular-
ized time-decay model for accurate user activity level prediction.
We conduct experiments on the social media Renren to validate the
effectiveness of our proposed model to demonstrate the superior
performance when compared with traditional supervised learning
methods as well as node classification methods in social networks.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Applications]: [Data mining]

Keywords
Social Network Analysis, User Activity, Prediction

1. INTRODUCTION
The number of active users in a social network is a critical mea-

sure of its popularity, which can be used as a signal of investment
value for investors. In many social network companies’ quarterly
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Figure 1: The weekly active days of three Renren users over 25
weeks.

reports, such as that of Facebook (FB)1 and Renren (RENN)2, the
number of Monthly Active Users (MAUs) and other user active-
ness measures are published. Because these numbers are the strong
indicators of popularity and investment value, social network com-
panies adopt various strategies to attract new users and maintain
old users, e.g., building faster and more stable services, providing
better recommendations, developing innovative UI, and support-
ing personalized services. An important strategy for increasing the
number of active users is to give incentives to users who are inactive
or going to be inactive. But if a user is already inactive for a long
time (i.e., lost users), it is much harder to activate the user again
than when he/she only shows a sign of becoming inactive. This
fact motivates us to explore how to predict a user’s future active-
ness either in terms of the level of activity or binary classification
into active or inactive. By accurately predicting the future activ-
ity levels of users, we can track potentially lost users in an early
stage and give them incentives to stay active. The prediction mod-
el can also shed lights on the explanation of what user behaviors
show correlations with their future activity levels. These insights
can help improve user-maintenance strategies.

Figure 1 shows the weekly online days of three users over 25
weeks from Apr. 18, 2012 to Oct. 9, 2012 in Renren (the detail-
s of the dataset are described in the experiment section). Among
the three users, Alice and Bob are close friends and exhibit similar
patterns of weekly online days. Candy becomes relatively inactive
after the 11’th week, and has no more online actions since the 18’th
week. If we were able to identify a user like Candy who was still
active by some time point but was about to decline his/her online

1Reports are available at http://investor.fb.com
2Reports are available at http://ir.renren-inc.com



activities afterwards, we could try to give them incentives to make
them remain active in the social network, e.g., by providing them
new services, free e-gifts, gaming points, etc. If we define a weekly
active user as a user who is online for at least three days during one
week, then Alice and Bob are mostly weekly active while Candy is
inactive after the 11’th week. Our goal is to make an early predic-
tion in the 11’th week to recognize that Candy would be potentially
inactive in the coming week based on her online behaviors during
the first 11 weeks.

This problem has also been studied in traditional Customer Re-
lationship Management (CRM) for many years [5, 16]. For ex-
ample, the three data mining tasks in KDD Cup 2009 organized
by Orange [17] were to make predictions on mobile phone users,
including switching providers, buying new products, and upgrad-
ing services. And in particular, when predicting users who have
strong tendencies to leave a service provider, it is called Churn Pre-
diction [10, 21, 22]. These prediction tasks are usually solved by
constructing useful features and building a good classifier, or an
ensemble of a few classifiers with the features. However, in the
context of social networks, new challenges arise. First, in a social
network, users may be diverse, and their behavior patterns can be
very different among each other. As a result, a global prediction
model trained on all users may fail to generalize well on individ-
uals. On the other hand, historical data of individual users are too
sparse to train personalized models precisely. Second, the dynamic
nature of social network services and individual behaviors cannot
be captured well in a static model. As a result, predictive models
which contain a factor to model behavior changes are more desir-
able. Last but not least, in a social network, users are more or
less influenced by their friends, and close social friends may ex-
hibit similar active patterns. Therefore, how to leverage the social
network structure is critical to make good predictions on user ac-
tiveness.

Note that the above three challenges are not specific to the activ-
ity level prediction problem. One or two of them are common to
various prediction tasks. For example, the tasks of email spam de-
tection [4] and email importance ranking [1] share the same prob-
lem of personalization, typical time series modeling needs to deal
with the dynamics in the temporal space [31], and recently social
recommender systems and node classification in social networks
usually require to encode social structures into model learning [25,
38]. However, dealing with the three challenges simultaneously
makes our problem unique, and we propose a learning model to
overcome the three challenges in a unified learning framework.

Our proposed solution starts with a simple model based on l-
ogistic regression. We then extend the base model by equipping
different terms to capture the three properties of the user activity
level prediction task, resulting in a unified optimization problem.
Specifically, to address the user diversity issue, we propose to de-
compose the model into two parts: the common part, which is for
global optimization over all users, and the user-specific part, which
is for personalized optimization on specific users. However, as de-
scribed above, historical data of each individual user are extremely
sparse to optimize personalized models independently. Therefore,
we propose to jointly learn personalized models for individual user-
s by making use of the common part of the models as a bridge. To
model the dynamics in user behavior, we introduce a time-decay
term to penalize out-of-date training data. To model social influ-
ence, we deploy a social regularization term for smooth predictions
over close friends and groups of users whose activity levels are also
close to each other.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper include:

Table 1: Definition of Notations

Notation Notation Description
Data

G Social network
N Number of users
T Number of time periods
x
(t)
i Feature vector of the i-th user in period t
y
(t)
i ∈ {+1,−1} Activeness status (inactive v.s. active)
p Number of features
S(t) Users’ social tie matrix during time period t

Model
w0 Common model coefficients
wi Model coefficients of the i-th user
γ, γ0, β Regularization parameters
α Time-decay parameters

• We propose a learning model that encodes users’ personal-
ization, social influence and dynamic behaviors into a unified
optimization framework for the user activity level prediction
task.

• We validate the effectiveness of our proposed model by com-
paring several baselines on a large-scale realworld social me-
dia, Renren. Furthermore, for this specific social media, we
constructed three categories of useful features and show their
effectiveness in activity level prediction.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we de-
fine the activity level prediction task as a classification problem and
summarize the notations used through the paper. In Section 3, we
start with introducing a base logistic regression model, then pro-
pose a unified framework to encode three components to capture
the three properties of the task, and finally show how to optimize
the unified model. After that we conduct extensive experiments in
Section 4. We finally review some related works and conclude this
paper in Sections 5 and 6 respectively.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We formally define the problem of user activity level prediction

in this section. The definition of notations can be found in Table 1.
In a social networkG, suppose there areN users, and each user i in
the time period t can be represented by a p-dimension feature vec-
tor, x(t)

i ∈ Rp. This feature vector represents various user activity
information till the time period t. The corresponding label of x(t)

i ,
denoted by y(t)i ∈ {+1,−1}, is the activeness status (inactive v.s.
active) in the next period t + 1. The goal is to learn a prediction
function f(·) that takes the features x(t)i of user i in the time period
t as inputs and predict his/her activeness status yi in the next time
period t+ 1.

We use a matrix S(t) to represent the social ties between users
during the time period t. If user i and user j are not friends during
the time period t, then S(t)

ij = 0, otherwise, S(t)
ij is defined as

follows,

S
(t)
ij =

I(i, j)∑
k∈N (i) I(i, k)

, (1)

where I(i, j) denotes the number of social interactions (e.g., leav-
ing messages, visiting homepages, etc.) between user i and user j,



and N (i) denotes the set of friends of user i. Here we assume that
a larger value of S(t)

ij suggests a stronger friendship between the
users i and j in time period t.

3. PERSONALIZED TIME-DECAY LOGIS-
TIC REGRESSION WITH SOCIAL REG-
ULARIZATION

As stated in the previous section, we formulate the activity level
prediction task as a binary classification problem. In this section,
we propose a model to address it based on logistic regression. Gen-
erally, logistic regression builds a linear function on input features,
and predicts target labels using the sigmoid function as follows,

ŷi = σ(w>xi) =
1

1 + exp(−w>xi)
,

where xi is a data instance, ŷi is the corresponding prediction, and
w is the coefficient vector to be learned. By using logistic regres-
sion, a base model for activity level prediction can be formulated
as learning an optimal solution w0 by solving the following mini-
mization problem,

min
w0

J =

N∑
i=1

T∑
t=1

`
(
y
(t)
i ,w>0 x

(t)
i

)
+ γ0‖w0‖22 (2)

where T is the number of time periods observed so far, γ0 is a
parameter on the regularization term ‖w0‖22 penalizing the model
complexity, and the loss function `(yi,w>0 xi) is defined as

`
(
y
(t)
i ,w>0 x

(t)
i

)
= log

(
1 + exp

(
−y(t)i w>0 x

(t)
i

))
. (3)

An advantage of using logistic regression as the base classifier is
that it can generate a probabilistic output of a user being inactive
or active. This is important in real-world applications as users can
be ranked according to their probabilities being active or inactive
such that different marketing strategies can be adopted based on
the ranking. However, this base model fails to embed the three im-
portant properties of the activity level prediction task in learning:
user diversity, dynamic behaviors and social influence. As stated
in Section 1, different users may have very different activities, and
their activities may be further influenced by their friends. Further-
more, users’ activities can change over time. Therefore, in the fol-
lowing, we show how to extend the base logistic regression model
to capture these three specific characteristics.

3.1 Personalization
As mentioned, different users may have different behaviors, and

the correlations between users’ behaviors and their activity levels
may be different. For example, some users may prefer to leave
messages on their friends’ homepages while others may prefer to
talk with them directly using web chat. In addition, for those who
log in a social media system frequently, some may only visit their
friends’ homepages, but others may have lots of interactions with
their friends. This implies that for different users, the prediction
models on activity levels should be different. Therefore, using a
global model (w0 in particular) learned in (2) cannot make precise
predictions on all users. Inspired by multi-task learning [15], which
aims to learn a set of different but related tasks jointly by exploring
the commonality across tasks, we consider building a personalized
model for an individual user as a task. We further assume that
for each task, the predictive model can be decomposed into two
parts. One is referred to as a common part shared by multiple tasks
and the other is referred to as a specific part for individual tasks.

Therefore, we introduce a user-specific parameter wi for each user,
and plug it into (2) as follows,

min
w0,{wi}Ni=1

J =

N∑
i=1

T∑
t=1

`
(
y
(t)
i , (w0 +wi)

>x
(t)
i

)
+ γ0‖w0‖22 + γ

N∑
i=1

‖wi‖22, (4)

where γ is a parameter on the regularization terms for individual
users. Note that the global knowledge across users can be modeled
through the global parameter w0 and users’ specific patterns can
be captured by the user-specific parameters {wi}’s. The tradeoff
between commonality across users and extreme personalization lies
in the ratio between the values of γ0 and γ. For instace, we can set
γ a relatively small value to allow more personalization, and this
however may cause overfiting to individual users’ training data.

3.2 Dynamical Modeling
Another important property in user activity level prediction is the

dynamic nature of users’ behaviors over time. For example, a user
may interact with his/her friends frequently when he/she is still a
student, but may only visit his/her friends’ homepages after gradu-
ation due to the lack of time. Another example is that, a user may
be active when a new application or game is launched on a social
media, but may become inactive when he/she looses interests in it.
In summary, a user’s activity level may be similar in short time but
may become more and more different in long time. Therefore, mo-
tivated by the network dynamic model [31], we further introduce a
term, e−α(T−t), to model time decay into the personalized model
in (4) to reduce the impacts of out-of-date training data,

min
w0,{wi}Ni=1

J =

N∑
i=1

T∑
t=1

e−α(T−t)`
(
y
(t)
i , (w0 +wi)

>x
(t)
i

)
+ γ0‖w0‖22 + γ

N∑
i=1

‖wi‖22, (5)

where α is a parameter to control the decay rate. Note that the
weights of the training data decrease exponentially with time in-
creases. Based on the objective in (5), more recent training data
play more important roles in model learning.

3.3 Social Regularization
The major difference between social and traditional user activity

level prediction is social influence. In social networks, users usu-
ally interact with their friends, and thus their activity levels tend to
be influenced by their friends’, and vice versa. Intuitively, one may
be active if a few of his/her friends are active, while may become
inactive if most of his/her friends are inactive. Furthermore, the
impact of the social influence may depend on the strength of the re-
lationships, as users may only be influenced by their close friends.
Formally, we introduce the following regularization term to smooth
the prediction results so that the prediction of a user’s activity level
is similar to that of his/her close friends,

N∑
i=1

T∑
t=1

∑
j∈C(t)

i

(
w>i x

(t)
i − w>j x

(t)
j

)2
(6)

where C(t)
i is the set of xi’s close friends based on social inter-

action counts in the t-th time period. How to choose the subset
Ci from the full list of xi’s friends is based on (1), which will
be discussed in experiments. By adding this regularization term,



knowledge in users’ social relations can be encoded into the mod-
el. We notice that, the social regularization term is only performed
on users’ close friends, which is consistent with real-world applica-
tions, as most users are influenced by only a few close friends. This
also brings two advantages: 1) it accelerates the model computation
as less data are considered, and 2) it boosts the model performance
in activity level prediction as most irrelevant data are eliminated,
which will be verified in experiments.

3.4 Overall Optimization Problem
We now embed all components described in Section 3 into a uni-

fied optimization problem for user activity level prediction as fol-
lows,

min
w0,{wi}Ni=1

J =

N∑
i=1

T∑
t=1

e−α(T−t)`
(
y
(t)
i , (w0 +wi)

>x
(t)
i

)
+ β

N∑
i=1

T∑
t=1

∑
j∈C(t)

i

(
w>i x

(t)
i − w>j x

(t)
j

)2

+ γ0‖w0‖22 + γ

N∑
j=1

‖wj‖22. (7)

We call this model Personalized Time-Decay Logistic Regression
with Social Regularization (SocTiPerLR). By learning model co-
efficients with multiple regularization terms collectively, person-
alization, social ties and dynamical knowledge can be encoded to
build a more accurate model. To learn the optimal solutions of w0

and {wi}Ni=1, we propose to use gradient descent methods. It can
be shown that the derivatives of the objective J with respect to w0

and each wi can be computed as

∂J
∂w0

=

N∑
i=1

T∑
t=1

e−α(T−t)x
(t)
i

(
y
(t)
i − σ(w

>
0 x

(t)
i )
)
+ γ0w0

∂J
∂wi

=

T∑
t=1

e−α(T−t)x
(t)
i

(
y
(t)
i − σ(w

>
i x

(t)
i )
)

+ β
∑
j∈Ci

(
w>i x

(t)
i − w>j x

(t)
j

)
x
(t)
i + γwi,

Based on the above derivatives, we can update w0 and wi alterna-
tively by using the following rules till the solutions are converged,

w0 ← w0 − η
∂J
∂w0

, (8)

wi ← wi − η
∂J
∂wi

, (9)

where η is the learning rate. That is, in each iteration, we first
fix all wi(i = 1, . . . , n) and optimize w0, and then we fix w0

and optimization wi. The overall algorithm for SocTiPerLR is
summarized in Algorithm 1.

3.5 Computational Analysis
The computational cost in each iteration (Steps 5-8 in Algorithm

1) is approximately the cost of running two plain logistic regres-
sions [27] on the whole dataset. In our experiments, we show the
convergence speed empirically.

Notice that steps 6-8 in Algorithm 1 can be massively paral-
lelized because the N user specific models can be trained inde-
pendently. The speedup factor of such data parallel tasks [34] is
proportional to the number of CPU cores the program is given.
Further more, the optimization of the global model (Step 5) can

Algorithm 1 Gradient Decedent Optimization for SocTiPerLR

1: Input: user features X = {X(t) = {x(t)
i }

N
i=1}Tt=1, labeled da-

ta Y , regularization parameters γ, learning rate η and maximal
number of iterations I

2: Output: Common model w0 and specific models for all users
wi

N
i=1

3: Generate w0 and all wi randomly
4: for i = 1 to I do
5: Fix other parameters, and keep updating w0 ← w0 + η ∂J

∂w0

6: for n = 1 to N do
7: Fix other parameters, and keep updating wi ← wi+η

∂J
∂w0

8: end for
9: IF convergence break

10: end for
11: Return w0 and wi

N
i=1

also be done in parallel using techniques presented in [24]. There-
fore, the implementation of Algorithm 1 is fast and can scale up to
distributed environments.

4. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we compare the proposed activity level prediction

method with several baselines on a real-world data set. Through
extensive experimental results, we demonstrate the effectiveness of
our model, and the impacts of the three components in our model:
user personalization, modeling dynamic behaviors and social reg-
ularization. Furthermore, we also report the features designed for
social activity level prediction in detail.

4.1 Data Description
The data set used for evaluation is collected from a real-world

social media, Renren.com, which is one of the largest online social
media in China and has over 170 million registered users. Simi-
lar to Facebook, Renren is an undirected friendship network with a
mature application platform to support various social services. On
the platform, users can perform various actions such as social mes-
saging and gaming. To prepare the evaluation data set, we extract
a subnetwork from the whole social network in Renren by apply-
ing a community detection algorithm [7]. The subnetwork contains
26, 418 users in total after removing those who have no activity
during 18 April 2012 and 9 October 2012 (25 weeks in total). A
user in the social network can perform many actions, from updat-
ing statues, sending messages, posting photos, to playing various
social games. Their activity levels are expressed by these action-
s. We extract the action log between the 25 weeks for these users.
The user action log, which is summarized from the raw HTTP re-
quests, is a content-less 3 log of users’ online activities, including
updating statues, posting/replying on walls, commenting on photo-
s, checking notifications, etc. These actions can be classified into
two categories. The first category of actions does not involve other
users, e.g., uploading a photo, posting a message, etc. While the
other category of actions, which constitute most of the actions of a
user, are interactions with other users, e.g., a message is sent from
user a to user b, user a’s photos are viewed by user b. Actions in
the latter category are used to calculate the strength of friendship
between user i and user j during week t, S(t)

i,j (Eq. 1).

4.2 Feature Construction
3Though all the user names have been anonymized, to protect the
user privacy, we avoid using any actual content (e.g. the actual
message content).



Table 2: Summary of Features
Category Feature description for x(t)

i

Number of status posted
Number of photos posted
Number of searches
Number of friend applications
Number of accepted friend applications
Number of denied applications
Number of replied messages
Number of likes

Action features Number of videos played
Number of songs played
Number of blogs visited
Number of photos visited
Number of notification checks
Number of forwarded statuses
. . . (more actions)
Number of active days of week t
Mean number of active days over the weeks in the window
Standard variance of the number of active days over the weeks

Time series features Ratio of active weeks in the window
Mean number of days among the active weeks
If the last week is active, count backwardly until an inactive week occures
If the last week is inactive, count backwardly until an active week occures
Number of social friends

Social features Number of active social friends in week t
Number of social friends with interactions in week t

Remind that for a user i in the t’th week, we need to gener-
ate a feature vector x

(t)
i to represent it. In practice, it has been

proven that a lot of machine learning tasks resort to feature engi-
neering rather than complex modeling to boost classification ac-
curacies [12]. For example, feature engineering has proven to be
effective in recent data mining competitions [20, 39], and social
churn prediction [21]. In this section, before conducting experi-
ments to verify our proposed model, we first introduce the features
designed for the user activity level prediction task on social media.
For a user i in the t’th week, the feature vector x(t)

i consists of three
different groups of features as follows, which are also summarized
in Table 2.

1. A first group of features is referred to as action features.
From the action log, we use 31 frequent actions and coun-
t the times of every action that user i has performed during
the t’th week. We have also calculated different versions
of the counts conditioned on time, e.g. splitting time into
Weekdays or Weekend, and splitting time into Morning, Af-
ternoon, Evening or Night. These conditioned features have
proven to be useful in sensor-based activity recognition [39].

2. A second group of features is referred to as time series fea-
tures on activity level. For the t’th week, we take the past k
weeks into consideration and construct an active-or-not se-
ries of length k. We then extract some statistics from the
series as our features. These statistics features include the av-
erage length of continuous active weeks, last inactive week,
the ratio between active weeks and inactive weeks, etc. The
parameter k is set to 5 and 10 to generate two versions of the
features. Note that a similar set of features has been used for
detecting Internet path changing [8].

Table 3: Sample Statistics for Evaluation Weeks
Label #21 #22 #23 #24 #25
active→inactive 1732 1733 1709 1846 2112

active→active 13418 13476 13291 13088 12481

3. A third group of features is referred to as social features. We
have also extracted several features from the structure of the
social network among users, which have proven to be useful
in churn prediction [22, 28]. Such features include number
of social friends of user i, number of social friends with in-
teractions to user i during week k, number of social friends
who are active during week t. For the later two features, we
also calculate the normalized versions, i.e., dividing them by
the number of social friends of user i.

4.3 Evaluation Methods
We hold out the data from the 21’th week to the 25’th week for

testing. Specifically, we use the first 20 weeks of data for training
and the subsequent week after the 20’th week for testing. For ex-
ample, to evaluate the predictions on week 21, we use data from
the 1’th week to the 20’th week to build the model, and apply the
model on the feature vectors of the 21’th week, {x(21)

i }ni=1. The
data sample counts for the five testing weeks are shown in Table 3.
As mentioned in Section 1, if a user has online actions for at least
three day during week t, we label him/her as active for week t;
otherwise, inactive. We observe that the distribution is unbalanced
over the two classes and thus we need to adjust the ratio between
the weights of active and inactive instances [11]. This can be sim-



ply done by adding different weights or cost on different classes
to the loss function in (3). We denote by bactive and binactive the
weights on the two classes active and inactive respectively.

We compare the proposed algorithm, Personalized Time-Decay
Logistic Regression with Social Regularization (SocTiPerLR), with
two types of baselines:

1. Logistic Regression (LR) and RandomForest (RF). These t-
wo classifiers, one of which is linear and the other is non-
linear, are commonly used in various classification tasks. Us-
ing these two classifiers we can first explore the discrimina-
tive power of the proposed features presented in Table 2, and
further verify how much improvement our proposed model
can bring.

2. A state-of-the-art node classification algorithm (Node) pro-
posed by [38]. In this algorithm, a user can be only repre-
sented by one feature vector instead of time-series feature
vectors. We thus choose the latest feature vector to represent
each user. This model considers the similarity among friend-
s, but still uses a single global model to make predictions on
all users.

Precision, recall and F1-score are often used as evaluation crite-
ria in churn prediction tasks [21, 22, 28]. Following this common
practice, we use them as evaluation criteria in this paper. These
measures are defined for the active-to-inactive users, i.e., users whose
activity level declines from active to inactive in the coming week:

recall =
#correctly classified inactive users

#true inactive users

precision =
#correctly classified inactive users

#users classified as inactive

F1-score =
2× precision× recall

precision + recall

We tune the parameters of all models by considering users’ ac-
tiveness in the 20’th week as targets and generating feature vectors
from data observed in the first 19 weeks, and fix the parameters in
all experiments for making predictions on the weeks 21 to 25.

4.4 Strong Social Ties Construction
Social regularization is a critical component in the proposed mod-

el, and the question is which part of a users’ friends are supposed
to be similar to him/her with respect to weekly online days. A
previous research on Facebook’s social interaction [36] shows that
most of a user’s social interactions are played with only a few close
friends. We verify this finding in Renren network as shown in Fig-
ure 2. Each curve shows a Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF)
of an interaction distribution. For instance, the solid line shows the
proportion of the interactions of the top friend over all friends of
a user. From this CDF curve, we observe that about 10% of users
have more than 50% of interactions with a single friend. To draw
the further conclusion that a user’s activity level is closely related
with the friends with whom this user interacts most, we plot the
distribution of the following ratio:

r
(t)
i =

d
(t)
i

1/|C(t)
i |
∑
j∈C(t)

i

d
(t)
j

, i = 1, 2, . . . , N, (10)

where d(t)i is the number of user i’s active days during week t− 3
to week t (to obtain a stable statistics, we use one month rather than
one week.) We use different methods to construct C(t)

i : 1) friends
with whom the user has at least 3 interactions and the ratio accounts
at least 15% of his total social interactions (i.e. for user i, select all
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{j}’s with S(t)
ij ≥ 15% as the close friend C(t)

i ); 2) all friends of

user i (i.e. C(t)
i = N (i)); and 3) a random set of users with a size

equal to the number of user i’s friends. We plot the distribution of
r
(4)
i in Figure 8, we can find that the ratio distribution is centered

for close friends; however the distribution for the whole friends is
far from that of the close friends and is even close to that of random
users. This fact shows that only knowledge from close friend may
be helpful to regularize the model building. The two peaks in the
density are due to that the online days of the users are large at the
two extremes, i.e., during a week, more users are active for 7 or 0
days than for 3/4 days.

4.5 Performance Comparison
The performance of the model proposed in this paper and the

baselines are presented in Table 4. We can find that LR which con-
siders only users’ features, performs the worst. By accounting the
non-linear prediction ability, RF performs slightly better than LR
but still worse than our method, as RF does not take three impor-
tant factors into account. Node can only take one sample from each
user, and though it uses social regularization it does not model user
variety and time decay. The improvement of our proposed model
SocTiPerLR over the three baselines is obvious. We also show the
precision and recall in Tables 5 and 6. Take Week 21 as an instance,
the 11.8% recall improvement over LR means that our model can
find 204 more active→inactive users out of the total 1732. Through
the comparison, we can also find that though we have three features
that encode the social information, the two baselines LR and RF
cannot use them to reach the performance of our proposed method.



Table 4: Performance Comparison of Different Methods in
terms of F1-score

Method #21 #22 #23 #24 #25
LR 0.512 0.498 0.521 0.492 0.523
RF 0.529 0.507 0.525 0.495 0.533
Node 0.510 0.503 0.516 0.489 0.531
SocTiPerLR 0.583 0.553 0.551 0.542 0.561

Table 5: Performance Comparison of Different Methods in
terms of Precision

Method #21 #22 #23 #24 #25
LR 0.403 0.392 0.411 0.379 0.533
RF 0.422 0.398 0.414 0.386 0.430
Node 0.403 0.394 0.417 0.377 0.429
SocTiPerLR 0.452 0.441 0.431 0.419 0.436

Table 6: Performance Comparison of Different Methods in
terms of Recall

Method #21 #22 #23 #24 #25
LR 0.701 0.681 0.712 0.700 0.685
RF 0.708 0.699 0.716 0.689 0.701
Node 0.693 0.695 0.675 0.693 0.697
SocTiPerLR 0.819 0.742 0.761 0.768 0.786

Table 7: Performance Comparison on Different Components in
terms of F1-score

Method #21 #22 #23 #24 #25
PerLR 0.553 0.533 0.542 0.533 0.547
TiPerLR 0.563 0.542 0.545 0.535 0.550
SocTiPerLR 0.583 0.553 0.551 0.542 0.561

Our next experiment is to compare two reductions of SocTiPerL-
R: PerLR which only considers the personalization factor in (4)
and TiPerLR which has personalization and time decay but ignores
the social factor in Eq. (5). The comparison results are showed in
Table 7. The improvement of PerLR over the basic logistic regres-
sion (LR in Table 4) is significant , as high as 0.04 on F1-score in
all comparisons. This confirms our observations that the users are
different in terms of their behaviors and feature description. Due
to the limited number of instances for each users (≤ 20) and the
short time range (20 weeks), decaying the importance of the train-
ing instances temporally may not bring significant improvements.
However, adding time decay to the personalized logistic regression
also outperforms PerLR by 0.01 on F1-score in the 21’st week. The
proposed method SocTiPerLR performs best among all the algo-
rithms over all weeks and improves the F1-score of TiPerLR by
0.01 on average. This, from the empirical aspect, supports the ne-
cessity to consider three important factors.

4.6 Sensitivity Analysis
In the following we study how the model parameters affect the

performance of SocTiPerLR and look in depth the contribution
of each component in our model. To study the effort of the class
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weight on the recall/precesion/F1-score, we set the weight of ac-
tive samples (bactive) as 1 and change the weight for inactive sam-
ples (binactive) from 1 to 10, and show the precision/recall/F1-score
trend in Figure 4 . We can see our model generally obtains a good
recall though the precision is not high for all weights. When the
weight for inactive samples is 4, the model has the best F1-score.
Considering that among the users who are active this week, and on-
ly a fraction of them will fall inactive next week and that the online
user behavior is also heavily affected by their offline activity which
is beyond our knowledge, the 0.78 recall is actually not bad, while
the precision is also acceptable.

Next we study the time decay parameter α, social regulariza-
tion parameter β and the personalized regularization parameter γ.
While changing one parameter, we fix all other parameters to see
how changing the value affects the F1-score of the prediction on
week 21. Figure 5 shows the performance of two models TiPerLR
and SocTiPerLR on week 21. We find that a small decay parame-
ter, α = 0.01 (the weight for the first week samples is 0.82), works
better than large ones. This is because when α is large, the penal-
ization of previous samples is too much and the 20 training sam-
ples are too few to provide enough information. Figure 6 shows
how the social regularization coefficient β affects the model per-
formance. We can find that when β is too large the regularization
can hurt the performance and the F1-score can drop below that of
TiPerLR. To study the effectiveness of personalized models, we
fix the global regularization parameter γ0 = 1 and vary the param-
eter of λ from 0.01 to 100, the performance trend of three models
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on week 21 is shown in Figure 7. As we have shown in the previ-
ous subsection, the choice of the close-friend set Ci may be critical
to the performance of the social regularization. For user i, we use
different thresholds to select his close friends by filtering S(t)

ij us-
ing the threshold. Table 8 shows the Precision/Recall/F1-score for
different thresholds from 5% to 50% when other parameters are
fixed. We find that when using top 15% close friends for social
regularization, the perform is best.

The iterative optimization of SocTiPerLR generally takes less
than 15 iterations to converge, Figure 8 shows the convergence
curve when training the model using data from weeks 1 to 20. The
second point in the figure shows the objective value after the first
iteration. The gap between this value and the final converged objec-
tive value verifies that personalization helps to reduce the training
error significantly than a global model.

4.7 Discussions
Our experiments show that predicting users’ future activity lev-

els in a social network is generally quite hard to have high precision
and high recall at the same time. This is not uncommon in activ-
ity level prediction in other applications, e.g. churn prediction in
online chat rooms [28] and online games [22]. In practice, this
precision and recall are already good for social CRM purposes in
Renren network. Using our prediction results, we can reduce the
number of update emails significantly because for users who are
predicted as active-in-the-future we do not need to send them up-
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Figure 8: The convergence speed of Algorithm 1.

Table 8: Social Ties Construction Using Different Thresholds
Threshod Precision Recall F1-score
50% 0.433 0.772 0.554
30% 0.441 0.773 0.561
15% 0.452 0.819 0.583
10% 0.437 0.801 0.566
5% 0.411 0.755 0.532

date emails. For such users, it is much better to let them check the
updates on the social network. The hardness in accurate predic-
tion is partially due to that the user activity level is also affected by
users’ offline schedules and cannot be predicted using their online
traces alone. How to incorporate the offline behavior to predict the
online activity level can be an interesting future work. In this paper,
by modeling the three aspects (personalization, social reutilization,
and time decay) into a unified model, we archive much better re-
sults than a single prediction model, which is a common practice in
some previous works [13, 21, 22].

The following table shows the top five features ranked by Ran-
dom Forest classifier 4. The importance has been normalized by
that of the most discriminative feature. From this table, we can find
that two actions, notification check and photo uploading, are high
indictors of activeness in the future. This confirms our observation-
s of some existing functionalities in Renren, e.g. a recent feature,
today’s photo in history 5, brings quite a lot of inactive users to be-
come active again. The user will keep active in the coming week
to see whether his/her photos, especially the newly uploaded ones,
are being visited and commented. The fact that notification checks
have high indication of user activeness can also lead us to improve
the current notification check user experience.

5. RELATED WORK
Social CRM, and Social Activity Analysis. The main goal of

Social CRM is to keep active users in a social network [16]. This
is a very broad research topic, and researchers and practitioner-
s use quite different approaches, e.g., innovative UI [32], social

4We use varImpPlot command in randomForest R package to
perform feature ranking; the variable importance measure is Mean
Decrease Gini Index.
5On the right bar of the user home page of Renren, it displays pho-
tos that were uploaded on the same date years before.



Table 9: Feature Importance
Feature Relative Importance
Number of notification checks 100
Number of active days of week t 77
Ratio of active weeks in the window 69
Number of active social friends 53
Number of photos posted 41

games [2], personalized news/notifications [9], and offline promo-
tion [33]. Our approach is more focused on predicting users who
have a tendency to decline their activity levels. Previous litera-
ture calls this problem as churn prediction. Social user behavior
has been studied recently, e.g., analysis on the user interactions in
Facebook [36, 35], activity recommendation [23] and user activi-
ty level [3]. [3] is working on similar data as our work, however it
mainly focuses on the statistics and analysis, rather than prediction.

Churn Prediction. Churn prediction aims to find users who will
leave a network or a service, and by finding such users the ser-
vice provider can analyze the reason and figure out the strategies
to maintain such users. Our problem of activity level prediction
is similar to social churn prediction in the aspect that both aim to
predict the future activity level of a user. In the past, social churn
prediction has been studied in many different application areas, in-
cluding telecommunications [10, 17, 30], online social games [22],
and QA forums [13, 14, 37]. The users in these applications usual-
ly do not have complicated user behaviors, e.g., in telecommunica-
tions, there are only two main activities, short messaging and calls.
Our work enriches the application area by performing analysis to a
real-name social network with complicated user behaviors. Most of
these research projects fit in the feature engineering theme – encod-
ing user behavior log and social structures as features and building
a classifier using these features. The unified model proposed in this
paper works in a perpendicular direction by considering the simi-
larity and difference among users. In particular, we allow each user
to have a unique prediction model [19], and to improve the gener-
alization ability of each model, we require all the models to have a
common part and the user unique part is also regularized by strong
social ties.

Modeling techniques. The user difference has been studied pre-
viously in Multi-task Learning [15] and Transfer Learning [29].
Our personalized logistic regression model can be viewed as a spe-
cial multi-task learning model. A similar personalized model is
used in Gmail importance ranking system [1]. Model personaliza-
tion is also used in ad prediction recently [6]. Time decay is a typ-
ical modeling technique used in time-series [18]. Our use of social
regularization is inspired by the recent advances in personalization,
especially in Collaborative Filtering [25]. Although the three main
techniques are not new, we take a simple yet practical approach to
unify them into the logistic regression classifier and our final mod-
el is still quite easy to implement. The computational complexity
of our model is also acceptable as it is only a small multiplier (the
number of iterations) of that of a single logistic regression.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This study is motivated by the need to boost more daily active

users in a social network. In this paper, we have studied users’
activity level prediction, which is an important task in Social Cus-
tomer Relational Management (Social CRM). Different from the
traditional CRM, social CRM has some special properties: user di-
versity, dynamic behaviors and social influence. These issues make

the problem more challenging. By taking these factors into accoun-
t, we have designed a unified learning framework that can predict
the future activity level of a user in the social network more accu-
rately than baseline methods. These activity predictions not only
reduce the cost for user maintenance, but also avoid disturbing nor-
mal users, e.g., by sending notification and update emails only to
users who have the tendency to drop the activity level in Renren.

For our future work, we will test our models on different social
networks other than Renren. Another important future work is to
use more information, not only the online user behavior but also
the offline user activities. In the past, such offline information was
hard to obtain; nowadays social networks have mobile apps for user
to use with their smartphones and such apps can sense the physical
activities (provided that the user has granted the right). By using
the extra information in the offline/physical world and exploiting
the online and offline knowledge collectively, the online activity
level can be predicted more precisely. This future work can be put
in a general research theme, learning from both physical world and
virtual world.
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